Editoria

President's Message
1998 has been a successful albeit different year in the
society's history. We have seen for instance a greater
emphasis on the archaeological side of the coin with a
concentration on making ourselves known nationally.
By December of this year members of our society will
have attended the majority of major archaeological
conferences in Australia in 1998. We can now justify
ourselves in the belief that we are known as a group
of students without parallels to be found in any other
similarly focused student body in Australia. The
experience of these events to all involved will have
long-standing benefits personally and professionally.
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Despite some criticism, I still believe that the decision
to send a large body of students to a National
Archaeology Students conference was a good move.
The networks that were set up for individuals and for
the society as a whole are already starting to be seen
with requests for articles to be submitted to the
newsletters and publications of other
Archaeology Societies interstate. Although
a major goal of our exodus to Canberra in
September of hosting the conference was not
achieved, the possibility of the society hosting
our own Archaeology conference is
something that I personally think is
worthwhile.
Such a commitment is
undoubtedly huge and really only requires a
group of hard working and dedicated
individuals willing to give it a go (and a little
bit of money of course).
It must also be remembered that the good
publicity we have gained for ourselves we have also
gained for our University and department. This is
something that we can pat ourselves on the back for.
The society continues to be an asset to and effective
ambassador for the Archaeology department, not only
because of our support of events such as the 'DigBox' but also our contributions in making Archaeology
at Flinders University seen to be productive, worthwhile
as well as entertaining. The fact that the society took
on the responsibility of organising and carrying out a
teaching excavation is something that proves ou r
commitment to the furthering of our University as a
major centre for the study of archaeology in Australia.

incumbents, contraste
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editors. While various advantages have been generated
by showing a strong attendance at the conferences,
it has placed the society in a much more difficult
position for 1999. With little or no capital resources,
the society needs to focus back on developing and
increasing its student membership on campus. This
is the challenge that prese nts itself in 1999 for the
new President and committee.

On a purely social level the society has also
accomplished much, with record attendance to the
Annual Society Dinner and the Annual Society
Barbecue. All of our other social events, have
additionally been successful with good attendance to
our other barbeques, the Inferno Band night, the
Honours and postgraduate dinner and Pub- Crawl.
I would like to thank all of those people who have gone
out of their way to attend our events this year. It must
be said that these are the people who have singlehandedly created all of our successes in 1998.
Nathan Richards
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Editors:
The views expressed in Dig It do not
necessarily reflect those of the Editors of
the Flinders University Archaeology Society. Permission for the use of extracts
other publications has either been
ted or an attempt has been made to
contact the the arigingal publishers and/
or author(s). Should there be any involuntary infringement of copyright the Editors would be grateful 1j this were to be
brought to their attention. The publishers do not claim responsibility for misprints or errors in this material and will
me one gets offended by
- ·· · . . .... ..
. .
in anymanner or form.
~.
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Paul Saeki
Cherrie De Leiuen
Chris Duncan

Thanks to: those who contn'buted articles,
Katn'na Stankowski for help with photocopying
and Flinders University Clubs and Societies for
their continuing help and support
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Honours

Aftermath
by
Gordon Copland BA (Hans)
This article is written specifically for all those
completing Honours and third year but may be of
interest to others considering their future studies.
Having just recently completed my own Honours
thesis I found I was ill prepared in three major
areas, as well as on several other fronts, for the
Honours Aftermath. Being aware of these areas
and how I dealt with them may be of use to others
in similar positions.

•.

Firstly, the sense of loss was something akin to
grief with a constant feeling of having forgotten
something, like having left books or a wallet
somewhere. I discovered that part of the problem
was the conclusion of the studies, or academic
process if you like, with no immediate result or
illumination as to the next step. While the other
part was that something that had been cherished
and sweated over for such a long time was at an
end without really being prepared for its ending. I
dealt with my gn"ef and relief of completing my
thesis by preparing a submission for a grant from
the 2001 Federation Council. This in turn may
have opened up other possibilities for
archaeological contract work with people I talked
to dun"ng this process. It would therefore seem to
be beneficial to start, or develop, a project of some
kind. This also develops your networking processes
which in turn can be supplemented by attending
the Anthropological Society and Australian
Archaeological Consultants Association meetings.
Fo r myself, I also joined the Australia - Chinese
Fn"endship Society to keep in touch with my thesis
in terest field. This allo ws me to immediately use
th e information I comp iled over the last year or
so.
Secon dly, the lac k of obvious immediate
employment prospects, which is associated in part

with the previous orea. also causes some reduction
in confidence. Working casually at any job provides
well needed funds for survival, money to support
you while thinking of ways to create employment,
and simply boosts the confidence. Creating
employment in your field include considen"ng how
you can transform your learning into a economically
viable product. In this area I opened a number of
files on thoughts of possible areas where I could
use my gained knowledge. These included thoughts
about WEA courses, cultural tourism options, and
grants by Local, State and Federal governments.
Don't forget to keep an eye on the tender sections
of newspapers either, as well as not restricting
yourself to the employment pages. With the latter
I have found that other areas such as art pages,
sporting and business pages may provide ideas for
possible outlets for your skills. Adaptation of what
you have to what is required is often the way to
examine these other areas.
The third major area was the publication issue.
Having been so focus ed on the thesis, due time
was not given to the real need to have something
prepared for publication. If one wants to take the
next logical step of applying for scholarships and
further study, or even 1j there is only the vague
4

possibility of such, time must be made to prepare
for publication. It takes time and effort to
transform your thesis, parts of it, or related work
into suitably drafted articles. Where to send these
becomes an issue as does the format required. The
formats vary from journal to journal, are quite
rigorous in their requirements, and are often
detailed somewhere in a journal. I would urge
anyone considen"ng further study to begin at the
. third year level to consider, and in fad put together,
articles for future publication. A course
requirement of the same wouldn't go astray and
allows for feedback from those that have gone
before. How I proceeded was to list journals and
papers I had collected, such as the Flinders Journal
and On Campus. One must always have a number
of articles because you can not send the same one
out to more than one place at a time. This of
course delays the process somewhat and the article
can not be sent to anther journal until it is refused
by the first. Also, have a number of copies made
of photographs, or diagrams, you intend to use as
these are required, by some, along with your article.
The bottom line in the Honours Aftermath is to
always remember that Archaeology requires a
diverse knowledge and, as such, that is your
greatest asset. Use your skills as a you would
when tackling an archaeological question
porticularly in considen"ng all the possible options
and keep good notes on this process.

The Last Crusade
The Jabiluka Action Group, like many activist groups
protesting the construction of the Jabiluka uranium mine,
are currently waiting for the wet season to finish, drafting
their plans and strategies for a resumption of action with
the coming new year.
It is estimated that the Jabiluka uranium mine, located
on the edge of the World Heritage listed Kakadu National
Park will produce 20 million tones of radioactive waste,
much of it generated through milling operations and
tailings waste.
'

·.
Two sites within the Jabiluka mineral lease have been
recognised by the Australian Heritage Commission as
being of National Estate value. Collectively, these two
areas are known as the Djawumbu- Madjawarna sites
complex and include the important archaeological site
of Malakananja II. There is also a traditional Dreaming
site known as 'Bowyeg Djang' (Gecko dreaming) and the
system of beliefs that the local Indigenous people have
are reflected in the natural features of the landscape,
and covers part of the valley where the mine is being
constructed. The Boyweg site has been described as a
sacred Aboriginal site related to the Dreaming and is a
permanent soak/swamp related to a complex of sites
kno wn as Boyweg-Almudj ("Almudj' refers to the Rainbow
Serpent).
Some Mirarr people, the traditional owners and stake
holders of the site are fearful of the destructive impact
that the mine will have on the Boyweg dreaming and the
implications it will have on Indigenous religious and
spiritual value of the land .

C lubs & Societies Association

Fair Day 1999
Wednesday, Marc h l 0
Plaza, Flinders University
!lam- 3pm

The propensity of such an impact on the natural and
cultural resources of the area has drawn attention not
only from well known acade.mics in Australia but also
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the United Nations
Educational Scientific
and
Cultural
Organisation, which
sent a mission to the
National Park between
October 26 and
November 1, 1998.
the
Despite
conclusions
and
recommendations
drawn by the mission,
the
federal
government
has
remained adamant
that the mine project
will go ahead and have
either discounted or ignored critics.

Getting clear and
definitive
information as to
what is happening
on the Jabiluka
Mineral Lease has
been
relatively
difficult. ERA has
provided little if any
information a·s to
strategies
in
the
preserving
cultural significance
of the sites in the
area (that is if they
are known to the
company), and the
environmental impact statement provided by ERA
leaves a lot to be desired. Yet, regardless of all these
concerns, the federal government is adamant in
exploiting the uranium at the site, and has thus far
ignored the considerations and apprehensions of the
indigenous stake holders of the area.

RESTRICTED
••• AREA ••

·.

The mission was headed by Francesco Francioni, a
specialist in International Environmental Law and
Professor of Law at the faculty in Sienna, Italy and Bernd
von Droste, the Director of the World Heritage Centre
along with an entourage of experts from ~dvisory bodies
to the World Conservation union and the International
Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS).

This is nothing new for the current federal Coalition
government, which has actively pursued a policy for
the extinguishment of native title and has snubbed
its nose at the reconciliation process.

In response to this the mission recommended, as an
utmost priority, that exhaustive cultural mapping of the
Boyweg site and its boundaries be conducted to ensure
the protection of these integral elements and associated
values. Energy Resources Australia (ERA), under whose
auspices the mine is being established, has yet to draft a
policy mitigating the effects of the mine operation on
the cultural resources of the area.
Archaeological practice has a important role to play in
identifying the cultural resources of the area, which is a
crucial component of any package of mitigation that ERA
may be forced to consider.

Jabiluka is the focal point of so many different issues
worth fighting for, from the environmental crusade to
the rights of indigenous communities. Archaeological
practice has a considerable role to play in the
continuing struggle for these ideals and principles,
and its contributions to such struggles should be
encouraged. For those looking for further information,
The Jabiluka Action Group (JAG) meets weekly, 6pm
on Monday at the Conservation Council, 120 Wakefield
Street, City.
REFERENCE:
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND
CULTURAL ORGANISATION
CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF THE
WORLD CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE
BUREAU OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE
Report on the mission to Kakadu National Park,
Australia, 26 /10/98- 1/11/98

Archaeology in this light can make a crucial contribution
to the preservation of the cultural value of the area, not
only for the Mirarr people and their community, but also
for the rest of the country, and students should be
encouraged to get 'involved'.
Politics and archaeology is a cocktail that many students
will try to avoid, however it is a necessary reality in
practical issues such as Jabiluka. As to how archaeology
is to be used depends upon the individuals investigating
the sites, whether they favour the interests of the Mirarr
community or those of ERA. Ideally, an ethical balance
between the two should be sought.

Paris, 24 November 1998
Paul Saeki
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ARCH WEB SEARCH
Computer based
reconstructions of
archaeological sites
University of Bristol
The INSITE Project
Evidence from the archaeological record yields clues as
to how our ancestors lived. However, our perceptions and analysis of this data may be clouded by the lack of surviving structures and intact landscapes that can be used to put this evidence into a better context.
Recent developments in computer visualisation are providing powerful tools for modelling multi-dimensional aspects
of the data collected by archaeologists. Computer graphic techniques can be used to reconstruct and visualise features of a
site which may otherwise be difficult to appreciate. This new
perspective may enhance our understanding of the environments in which our ancestors lived.

Once a complete wire frame model has been constructed
the surface to this model is then added. This is done in stages,
each one building a more-realistic surface and lighting effect.
---Comments and suggestions to Bristol ArchWeb :
Last updated: den 3 November 1996 Copyright© 1996 Department of Archaeology

The process of constructing a virtual tour of a structure
is, once split into the component parts, relatively simple.

·.

Finding Funding
A Seminar Presented by Claire Smith and
Mark Staniforth.
Points summarised by Susan Piddock

~ Locate an appropriate funding body. Find
out as much as you can about it ring the body
itself for further information.

We start with the primary data, obtained from excavation or survey, giving us an understanding of the structure, its
size and measurements. From this a complete set of plans and
sections through the structure needs to be constructed. Once
we have these on paper then we can move to the computers.

~ Ring the various funding bodies and inquire
what they require in their particular application/
request for funding.

The basic framework that we work with is, in effect, a
series of computer based architectural drawings. From these it
is possible to begin the process of constructing computer graphics.
By combining a series of sections and plans a wire frame
model of a room can gradually be built. By adding many hundreds of these sections a representative wire model of the structure (in this case the Hal Saflieni Hypogeum, Malta) can be
constructed.

~Submit the best possible application. Expect

to write several drafts. You can not write a good
application in a couple of days, you need at
least two weeks to properly prepare one.
~You need to show you have given the

mechanics of what you want to do deserves
serious consideration.
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~ Never give up - re-submit and keep going.
Submit the same application to several bodies
(remembering to change to the appropriate
wording).
~ Consider alternatives such as internships at
museums and bodies like National Parks
America, these are sometimes funded, wholly
or partially.

A

~ You may have to seek funding from several
different sources for one activity. If one body
gives you an air fare, look elsewhere for
accommodation. Or if you are going somewhere
for a conference or to visit a
museum, see if you can get funding to travel to
visit other museums.

__c ____,____ -· - /

~ Submit a well-presented application.

~ Develop a good track well by managing your
grant well. Never return any money.
~ Funding bodies include associations,
societies, professional bodies, councils ,
corporate bodies and government departments.
For example AlMA is offering a scholarship for
1999, Museums Australia offers grants, other
museums offer post-doctoral positions, various
government departments offer grants in specific
research areas.
·.

~ Some bodies will only fund you to a certain
percentage of the overall cost. It can help if you
have financial support from somewhere else to
indicate it on the application.
~ Indicate your income, past record of funding ,
any scholarships, even HECS ones, can indicate
your worth.

~ There are directories in the library that list
philanthropic bodies that might offer funding.

~ Include any funding you get on your CV.

~ Consider foreign governments as a source
of funding, check with the Consulates and High
Commissions cultural officers. For example,
countries like Canada are interested in studies
that involve comparisons of Canada and other
countries. Think lateral -who might be interested
in your area or areas that cross it.

~ Start small- you can ask for $500 or $1 ,0,9-0.
~ Regular rejection is part of the process. It
can often be for the slightest reason that does
not reflect on you as a person. Don't be
discouraged.
~ Grants are not taxable.

~ Outline your project to research staff.

~ Avoid one off grant schemes. They are not
as productive in terms of time spent preparing
the application .

~ Ask staff for a letter of recommendation that
says you are a recognisable person, attached
to some kind of recognisable body. Not a crank,
but a scholar.

~ Do something concrete with the funding,
have a definable product at the end - i.e. a web
page, a publication, an excavation.
~ Persistence and repeated attempts will allow
you to define what that particular body will fund.
Follow through with phone calls that indicate your
really serious about the application.
~ Keep copies of successful applications they
can be recycled over and over. Mark and Claire
are happy to discuss their own successful
applications to give us some ideas as to
structuring etc.
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Rupert GerritsenAnd their ghosts may be heard

anomalies within the region. Throughout the book,

335 pages, illustrations, maps. 1994.

Gerritsen makes extensive use of contemporary

Fremantle, W.A.: Fremantle Arts Centre Press.

reports which make repeated references to the

Christopher Duncan

European qualities of the Indigenous People of this
particular region for example skin colour. Hair colour

This book examines European contact with the West

is said to have a much higher incidence of

coast of Australia prior to 1788 and makes the

blandness among the western coastal people as is

argument that contact and interaction with early

lighter eye colour.

Europeans had a direct and visible influence on the

include baldness and a substantial increase in

development of Indigenous Australians in the

tallness.

coastal regions South of the Kimberly.

Between

Much of Gerritsen's argument is centred on the

1629 and 1727 a conservative estimate of at least

linguistic differences of the western coastal peoples

150 mutineers, castaways and would be rescuers

as opposed to other regions . The lanugage of the

were set down on these western shores never to be

Nanda and its sub groups contains forms and letters

seen again .

Gerritsen asserts that through the

not found in any other Indigenous Australian dialect

examination of physical characteristics, language

and the author goes on to discuss how Old Dutch

types and social and technological anomalies, there

and Aboriginal languages might interact. in order to

is

largely

test his hypothesis, Gerritsen picked a series of

circumstantial, to suggesst that these reluctant

words and compared Nanda with the Dutch

settlers) did not just perish but survived and

counterpart. The similarities were striking, even if

interacted long enough to add their distinctiveness

one takes into account other possible explanations

to th.e alien social and cultural surroundings in which

for this language anomaly, as Gerritsen does, the

they found themselves.

uniformity of sound and form goes a long way

Gerritsen has a very structured and methodical

towards justifying the hypothesis.

approach which starts from the outside and works its

explanations become bogged down in linguistic

way inwards, essentially beginning with the facts of

jargon but for those who are unfamiliar with terms

which he is most certain and then progressing to an

such as phonemic substitution Gerritsen supplies

analysis of the evidence that both supports and

numerous comparative tables that illustrate his point

challenges his hypothesis. It is to this end that the

adequately.

book examines the Dutch ships, their crews and the

Finally, there are the technological anomalies and

circumstances under which they found themselves

the incumbent implications that go with them. Grass

at this remote location. Following the extraordinary

huts and evidence of agricultural endevours

events of the Batavia's

demise on the Abrolhos

suggest a sedentary lifestyle that contrasts

Islands, two delinquents named Wouter Laos and

significantly with other regions as well as water craft

Jan Pelgrom de By van Bemel became the first

that, it is argued, point to an external influence that

recorded

Europeans to take up permanent

Dutch seamen would certainly be able to provide.

residence in what we now know as Australia in

Gerritsen concludes with the observation that the

November. of 1629.

By starting with a detailed

Indigenous inhabitants of the western coastal

account of the incidents that took place on these

regions were able to absorb external influences at a

ships Gerritsen highlights both the courageous and

certain rate and their lifestyle adapted accordingly

the barbarous influences that shaped the lives of

and continued . However, after the invasion of 1788,

those left behind.

these external influences built up to such a point as

The first evidence offered as to the interaction of

to overwhelm the Indigenous culture.

Dutch sailors with the Indigenous people of the

unfolds in an interesting and challenging manner

West coast of Australia takes the form of physical

and arrives at conclusions that are entirely credible.

considerable

evidence,

albeit
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Other atypical physical traits

Some of the

This book

Archaeology Society Conference Trip 1998
NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDENTS CONFERENCE
This year marked the first National Archaeological Students conference held at the Australian National
University from the 28th to the 30th of September. A large group of 18 people from Flinders attended this
conference with some presenting papers. The conference was held so students could gain experience in presenting papers in an informal environment without the pressures of renowned academics shouting at them. It
was hoped the experience gained would allow students to go on in the future to present papers elsewhere with
greater confidence. The conference also highlighted the diverse range of topics researched by fellow students.
The conference was held in the highly exciting capital of pornography- Can.berra, and while none of us
go to see any porn (not for want of trying), we did all get to visit Parliament House (yeah). Other exciting
places visited by Flinders students included the War Memorial, Telstra Tower, the Markets and quite a few dodgy
bars, pubs and restaurants.

·.

The organisation and effort put into the conference by the participating students and the volunteer
committee was impressive. Each day was split into four sessions, featuring three to six speakers. These
sessions were arranged around specific theme such as stone tools or skeletal analysis. Six students representing Flinders University- Cassandra Philippou, Simon Coote, Nathan Richards, Tim Owen, Phi Czerwinski and
Stewart Gregory presented papers, with the award for best presentation (a six pack) going to Tim for his
extraordinarily vibrant, last minute live action performance on gendered cranial deformity.
Two dinners were arranged as part of the conference for the students. One was an informal pizza night
in the bar at ANU where the other students were badly beaten at drinking and pool playing. The other dinner
was a more formal arrangement at a local Thai restaurant where Rhys Jones, the guest speaker, gave a highly
informative and entertaining talk on archaeology today. After the meal, revelry continued at a bar conven ient_ly located below our hotel, making it easy to stagger home after we beat the other universities at drin ? ,r{g
agam.
(
The conference was concluded with a plenary discussion where the details of next years conference
venue was talked about. The possibility of Flinders holding a conference was raised and is still being debated.
While the other Flinders delegates left Canberra in the days after the conference, for the people in
Nuggets car, that fs, when things all went horribly wrong. On attempting to leave, the Budgie Bus had ari
absolute spit and both rear wheel bearings had to be replaced as well as the rear axle. This meant we had to
stay in Canberra an extra two days and did not leave for the ASHA conference until the night before it started,
but that trip is another story.
Katrina Stankowski
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Archaeology Society Conference Trip 1998
Australasian Society for
Historical Archaeology Conference
From the 3rd - 5th of october six students from
linders University ventured to Sydney to attend
he 1998 Australasian Society for Historical Archaelogy conference held at the museum of sydney.
ver the three days
of the conference 29 papers were given on a
ange of subjects related to Historical archaeology.
lthough not strictly historical in context the paer given by Estelle Lazer titled "Human skeletal
emains from historical sites" which actually conentrated on an in-depth analysis of remains from
ompeii, was entertaining and informative. An. ther highlight came from the session on the Arhaeology of whaling in Southern Australia and New
ealand
By Parry Kostoglou titled "The southern
inbads: colonial sealers and their kin" . Flinders
niversity postgraduate students and society memer~ Simon Coote, Susan Piddock and Nathan
ichards gave three papers on theirpast and present
esearch.
The conference organisers seemed pleased with
he calibre of the papers given, but were even more
mpressed that Flinders University postgraduate and
ndergraduate students had sacrificed much time
nd money to be a part of a conference halfway
cross the country. Students came away with the
nowledge that they had the opportunity to mix
nd discuss archaeology with some of the icons and
ounders of Australian Historical Archaeology. Speial thanks must go to Denis Gojak, an archaeoloist with New South Wales parks and wildlife and
onference organiser whose hospitality was much
ppreciated.
Nathan Richards

National Archaeological
Students Conference
From the 28th - 30th September eighteen students
of archaeology at all stages of their study at Flinders
University participated in the inaugural Nationa
Archaeology Students conference hosted by the
Australian National University in Canberra. The
students in attendance were:
Karen Atherton, Kirsten Brett, Susan Briggs, Greg
Carver, Simon Coote, Stewart Gregory, Katherine
Henderson, Justi ~e Hobbs, Andrew Hoffmann , Chris
Langelluddecke, Sally May, Tim Owen , Adam
Patterson, Cynthia Pearce, Cassandra Philippou,
Nathan Richards, Katrina Stankowski, Jody Steele.
Also in attendance was flinders archaeology graduate
Phil'Ski'.
The papers of the conference ranged from subjects
such as "U2 and the potential of urban archaeology"
to more 'archaeological' papers such as "The firs
stage rehabilitation of a family of gibbons"(!!!). In
all46 students from second year up presented papers
including six from Flinders. Although Flinders did
not win any of the major advertised prizes, Tim Owen
won the auspicious 'winging it' prize of a six pack o
tooheys blue for an impromptu foray into "artificia
cranial deformation". Flinders University students
outnumbered other university's students six to one
and were widely commended for their enthusiasm in
all aspects of conference 'goings on' (including the
after hours entertainment).
The last session of the conference involved a
discussion on the future of the National Students
Conference. Though there was some disagreemen
onwhether the conference should be moved and when
it should be scheduled, most flinders students agreed
they learnt much from the experience and will most
probably return to canberra next year.
SallyMay & Nathan Richards

Flinders Island Survey:

On June 9, 1998 Cherrie De Leiuen, Mark Staniforth,
Nathan Richards and Terry Arnott (State Heritage Department)
left Adelaide in a five seater plane for Flinders Island, locate
38km off the coast of Elliston on the Eyre Peninsula .

During the weekend of the 22 and 23 August 1998 a team of
maritime Archaeology students under the direction of Mark
Staniforth and Tim Anson. Carried out fieldwork on the no.1
hulk, in support of Nathan Richards' PhD Research on abandoned
ships. The no.1 hulk, an iron bucket dredger was beached and
used as storage in an explosives magazine which operated from
the early twentieth century. Associated with this hulk was an
adjacent tramline, wharf and jetty facilities which proved to
go into an area currently being used as a salt pan by Penrice
Pty. Ltd. This site is extensively documented in archival records,
with plans showing an extensive system of embankments and
tramlines that facilitated the transportation of explosives into
the port of Adelaide.
Also discovered during this fieldwork was the remains of a
wooden, copper sheathed vessel, found by Nathan Richards
near a minor
estuary, high
and dry in a
y~ lPf s~ct.i on of
mangrove
!! ' j.::"'~'f!l w1thm close
proximity to
' ~ "the
no .1
hulk. The
::
vessel was
suspected
:
to be the
wooden
•·
schooner
Dorothy 5.,
·;
built in 1868
by
A.
:.~
Wernecke in
Sandridge,
:;
Victoria .
Sunsequent
·'
analysis of
the site has
-=
shown that
t
h
e ·~
···
surveyed
r e ma i n s ,
·
exactly fit
:_;
island ships'
the garden
where it had
g ra vey a rd
b e e n
dumped in
late 1926,
removed
sometime in 1928 to be used for storage of hydroplanes at a
location called 'Bream creek' before being broken up on site in
1935.
Mark Staniforth & Nathan Richards
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The aim of this trip was to record as much information possib le
in three days on a hut site and whaling station which operate
from c. 1826. This was part of Cherne's honours thesis which
explored the presence of two Indigenous women who we re
abducted and taken there by a man named William Bryant. One
of these women was from Tasmania, named Fanny, the other
from the area near the mouth of the Murray River, Charlotte.
Charlotte's baby son was also taken, Bryant named him Wllliam
Bluff. This information was found in letters to the Protecto r of
Aborigines in 1845 and 1849.
Twelve structures were recorded using GPS and Total Statio n,
and rough plans were also drawn. Artefacts of note remaini ng
on site were ceramics, including black jaspervla re, glass and
the usual varieties of bricks.
On the second day of fieldwork a quartz hammerstone was
found about 10 m from a circle of granite rocks, which was
seen to be definitive archaeological evidence of these wo me n
as quartz does not occur naturally on the island.
Highlights of the trip also included finding extensive caves,
springs and material from the Kapara that had wrecked the re
in the 1940s.
Cherrie De Leiuen

BARUNGA FIELDTRIP 1998

Springton Dig

In late June, three students from Flinders University (Chris
Langelludecke, Donna Flood and Tim Owen) joined Claire Smith,
Jacko and Jimmy for a three day drive to the Northern Territory.
Their destination was Barunga, a small Aboriginal community
approximately 30 kilometres south of Katherine in the Northern
Territory. Claire Smith has been working with the Indigenous
people of this area especially Phylis (Senior Traditional Owner),
Peter (Senior Traditional Custodian), and Patty (Senior
Traditional Custodian) for approximately ten years and invited
archaeology students from Flinders University to join her for
the first time.
The team camped on the outskirts of the community (on a
baseball field) and when not surveying rock shelters they spent
their time talking to the adults and kids living in Barunga. The
whole point of the trip was to record rock art in Barunga and
surrounding areas. This meant using the total station as well
as baseline and offset readings to produce maps. Art was drawn
and the Indigenous peoples interpretations recorded where it
was permitted.

-

One week after the first group of people arrived they were
joined by Jennifer Rodrigas, Peter Birt, Sally May, Kirsten Brett
and Andrew Hoffman. After the bus dumped the tired and
grumpy students by the side of the road, five miles from Godknows-where, they were pleased to see a four-wheel drive full
of sleeping archaeology students waiting for them. The first
job given to the new recruits was, predicably, to clean the
toilets, soon followed by cooking dinner. After this, everyone
settled down to the job at hand and a good amount of work
was achieved in the two weeks that followed.
In the month that various students were staying at Barunga,
various site trips were made. One was Katherine Gorge, where
Tim became the first Welshman in history to achieve
hypothermia, dehydration, severe sunburn and various cuts and
bruises all at once. The students also had the opportunity to
visit Darwin for two days and take in the sights.
Most people would agree that the highlight of the trip (apart
from seeing Tim in hospital) was being able to live and work
with the ancestors of the people who produced the art work.
As well as this the team visited mines where the Indigenous
people were once forced to work and heard stories from people
who worked there themselves. The knowledge of the people of
Barunga and their willingness to share it with everyone will
not quickly be forgotten.
Sally May

Springton is a small town in the Adelaide Hills, which in the
last half of September became the focus of a flurry of
archaeological activity. Dale Hancock, an honours student from
the University of New England in Armidale NSW and supported
by the University of South Australia, represented by Keith
McConnochie, undertook the excavation of Aboriginal sites
adjacent to Saunders Creek, a few kilometres from the town.
This work follows-on from a thesis Dale had completed
concerning this area, as part of his Graduate Diploma in
Archaeology, which he completed in 1997.
This area was Peramangk country, who were a people about
which little has been recorded and who apparently disappeared
from the area soon after European settlement. The sites are on
private land and lay on the eastern side of the creek, which
runs through a picturesque valley. In this relatively small area
are blowouts, substantial lithic scatters, several hearths I
fireplaces, European ruins and also a number of art sites nearby.
Dale opened three trenches; the first adjacent to a large
fireplace; the second near a large flattened circular area, edged
in stones, which had been recorded as a possible hut; and the
third was an exposed hearth in a dry creek bank, which had
lithics and ash visible.
Flinders students provided the bulk of the labour force, with a
number of people giving what time they could. Even so, it was
a little disappointing that more people did not take this
relatively rare South Australian opportunity to actually dig and
there were times when extra-muscle would have been a definite
advantage.
The camp lay directly across the valley from the sites and had
a caravan, basic bathroom and long-drop, thoughtfully provided
by the landowners. Unfortunately the use of sheep as alarm
clocks is no better than the battery operated variety and they
are not bloody cute! Another problem was the exposed nature
of both the site and the camp, where strong wind caused some
interesting moments, such as waking up with the side of the
tent pressing against ones cheek, which was something akin
to a game of Twister for tents.
Generally the weather was fairly good, although the storm on
September 22nd provided a spectacular light show until it
actually reached us; scattering even the most hardened of field
workers (read- drinkers?). As luck would have it, the day that
Rob Morrison and his crew from Channel Ten arrived, was also
the worst day for rain and it took some dexterous uncovering
and covering of trenches in order to get the footage they
wanted, but the result was some worthwhile publicity.
Dale was confident that this work would provide good data
and hopes to have the analysis and write-up complete by mid1999. The Adelaide Hills is an area somewhat neglected by
archaeology for a number of reasons and it is great to see
someone redressing this. Thanks is also due to Richard Hunter,
one of the traditional custodians, who kindly kept us up-todate with the footy.
Peter Birt
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maritime archaeology
fieldschool 3- 21 july 1998
For two weeks in july flinders university archaeology students
- Cass Philippou, Julie Ford, Tristan Cox and Patrick McCartney
spent time on a accredited maritime archaeology field school
conducted byJames Cook University with help from Flinders
University that counted as six units towards their degree. The
field school was run on Magnetic Island near Townsville, a
tropical paradise populated almost exclusively by tourists and
pink mini mokes. Much of the course concentrated on maritime
archaeological fieldwork and site survey above and below the
water. Some of the wrecks surveyed were the City of Adelaide,
George Rennie, Moltke and a wreck reputed to be the Platypus.
The students were also engaged in a dig in an intertidal area
of an unidentified vessel that proved to be a small wooden
launch of some kind with motor intact.

p

In early 1998, Don Skinner, a Streaky Bay resident, discovered
what he believed to be the remains of a shipwreck in Sceale
Bay on the west coast of South Australia. After he contacted
Heritage South Australia it was decided to undertake a short
survey of the area adjacent to the wreckage to locate the
possible location of the Trial Bay whaling station . Having found
some material that could be associated with the historically
documented site, Mr. Terry Arnott of Heritage South· Australia
began to co- ordinate a test excavation. This excavation was
undertaken with the direction of contractors Mr. Parry Kostoglou
and Dr. Peter Bell, the guidance of Mr. Justin McCarthy (of
Austral Archaeology) and with support from Mr. Mark Staniforth
of Flinders University.
In early October applications were called for Flinders University
students to attend the Yanerbie fieldtrip that was being
organised. The students that were selected to attend were
Susan Briggs, Chris Lewczak, Sally May and Cassandra Philippou.
The tasks that these students were assigned ranged from simple
survey and excavation to the assistance with non-penetrative
remote sensing equipment, such as ground penetrating radar
that was being coordinated by Tim Anson of Flinders University.
Maritime related work associated with the location of more
shipwreck material was minimal due to adverse weather
conditions. A team comprised of Rick James, Don Skinner and
Nathan Richards carried out some marine magnetometry with
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The course was run in conjunction with part 1 of the training
course taught by Mark Staniforth (the first one of its kind run
in Queensland). The field school was run by Dr. Peter Veth
and post graduate archaeology student Nigel Erskine (who is
now digging up the HMS Bounty on Pitcarin Island). It can
only be classed an absolute success with all students now
experienced in underwater survey and diving, more accustomed
to aspects of shipbuilding, but dearly missing the thirty degree
plus water and sunshine.

some results before technical problems set in. All of the diving
done on the trip was therefore abalone related - but who could
complain!

Nathan Richards

Although evidence was slow to emerge to begin with, on the
second to last day the structural remains of what appears to be
a try-works (where the whale blubber is boiled down) that
closely resembled one found last year on Bruny Island, Tasmania
was discovered. To sum up all individuals involved enjoyed
themselves immensely with good work, good company and
brilliant food courtesy of chef-extraordinaire Mr. Bob Powell
contributing to a greatly satisfying archaeological experience.
The opportunity for Flinders Archaeology students to interact
with professional archaeologists on a survey and excavation of
a site this significant in South Australia is something that will
not be forgotten.
Sally May & Nathan Richards
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Because we only had six hours in total, we gridded out two trenches (2
metres by 5). We stripped off the topsoil and immediately struck
material: bottles, glass sherds, metal and plastic.
Towards the end of the day we found that we had exposed three dump
events. I will call these Features 1, 2 and 3. Each was a definite dump
event: I say this despite there being no staining or other evidence from
soil colour or texture. I am certain there were three dump events
because each concentration of debris outlined the pit into which things
were dumped.
The features were vel}' different in contents.

Sketch Hap
N--~

On · 29 August twenty archaeology sodety members
travelled to Macclesfield to a property owned by the
parents of Alison Felton, a first year archaeology
student and fellow archaeology sodety member. The
site was a mound in an area used for the grazing of
dairy cattle.
While it wJ intended simply as a training dig to collect bottles for the
Departmental teaching kit, it also served as an good lesson about how
poorly archaeology reveals the past.

~ Feature 1
[ ] Feature 2

The excavation was placed in the rolling hills east of Strathalbyn, on
what was formerly a 500 acre farm. There are a number of 1950s
rubbish dumps located on the property. The one we excavated was a
mound in a sandy field. The farmhouse is out of sight, on the ridge to
the west, so this dump is not the house dump, but was a dump in an
isolated field. The mound was leaking glass fragments and endangering
the animals. We were allowed to excavate the mound before the
landowners bulldozed and removed it, and the danger, out of their
field.

~ Feature 3

Hscclesfield excsvstion

29/8/98

About 20 students participated, with a loose, but effective chain of
command. I am not sure of the official situation, but I saw the team
ably led overall by Susan Piddock, with Nugget (Nathan Richards) and
Chris Langeluddecke running the trenches. Teamwork and cooperation
worked well.

Feature 1 was priman"ly bottles, with a few other domestic remains.
We could see the presence of a woman (possibly middle aged) by the
cosmetics bottles (oil of Ulan, nail varnish), a boy of about 5 years
(a plastic water pistol, a plastic trigger from a toy gun and a few diecast toy car chassis and bodies). The child was also visible by four
glue bottles (glass with the rubber glue spreading tip still on 3}
Feature 2 was almost exclusively bottles, mainly from the kitchen and
laundl}', instant coffee, tomato sauce, dangerous materials and
medicines. We also saw a 'veterinarian' bottle {10 em high clear
glass, with an aluminium top with a rubber centre for the syringe.
Interestingly, there were a number of distorted bottles, as if the rubbish
pit had been fired, but we found little evidence of fire in the feature.
Feature 3 gave us a glimpse of the farm with rolls of fencing wire and
car parts. We ceased digging Feature 3 because it was too dangerous
to work near the coils of rusting wire and loose flapping pieces of
metal. Before leaving Feature 3, it is worth noting that the southern
end of the trench revealed a red clayey/sand which underlies the light
buff sand of the field and of the mound.
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We concentrated on Features 1 and 2, eventually, as time pressed,
digging into the pits {dump events) . We recovered a number of battles,
the most common were instant coffee (one still with a paper label) and
tomato sauce, and 'dangerous substance' bottles (some with residues,
which we stayed well away from).
Most of the bottles had phantom mould marks, so they were made by a
machine in a three operation process (blow the base, turn over and
blow the neck, turn over and blow the base again) . Most of the bottes
dated to the 1950s and early 1960s, many having the date embossed
on the base (thank you to the bottle manufacturers, perhaps they
might start doing it again?).

·.

After Susan chose bottles for the Departmental collection, we were
allowed to choose bottles for our own teaching kits.
I came away with a number of bottles: a turps (or similar) with 1959
moulded on the base {21cm long), a bottle embossed on the side with
Scott's Detergents {A/Asia) Ptv Ltd and 1960 on the base {23cm long),
and a 16 em bottle with Prooertv of Rosella Pres & Manf Cov Ltd Reg No
2970 embossed along the side.
I found the excavation a fascinating view of the archaeological record.
We knew from oral accounts that the people who left this archaeology
were living in a 500 acre farm in the late 1950s. What we saw was a
very limited view of their life, we saw a bit of wire, some car parts, we
could see gender and age (a woman and a child), but from what we
know of lifestyles in the 1950s, we missed the vast majority of their
lives. The lesson which I drew from this excavation was just how little
of people's lives we can actually see from the archaeological record.
I hope that we have more of these training digs. Their real value
(apart from teaching digging skills on a site which does not matter
greatly in the larger scheme of things) is that they allow students to
calibrate their view of the archaeological record by looking at periods
they can understand, and so see just how little of people's lives we can
access when we excavate.
James Knight
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It 's a hard lil'c hut so1neonc's go tta do it!
Katrina Stanko ws ki . Trc vo r F it;.gerald. Kathryn
Hendcrson, Tim Anson and Profess or Vin cent Mcgaw went to
thc Durrnherg to do somc sight scc i ng , shopping, hcer drinking
and digging. The excavation was a joint effort on hehalf of
Marhurg, Leicester and Flinders Uni vers ities, and the aim was
to expose an ancient Celtic 'mundloch ' or mine entrancc and
spoil heap on a hillside ahove thc town of Durrnberg.
The Marburg Group, of which the director Dr. Thomas
Stollner was a member, had already conducted resisti vity and
electromagnetic surveys of the planned dig site , and so the English and Australian groups were given information about the
specific whereabouts of the possible mundloch and could begin digging immediately (or as soon as it stopped raining!).
Three large areas of turf and humus were removed in
preparation for excavation, the largest of which was 6 x 4.5 m.
This was done in about two days and the team estimated that,
in all, about three tons were removed! The turf was cut into
blocks and this allowed Trevor to practice his fort building skills
and for Katrina and Kath to impress the Australian shot-put
selectors. The real fun began when, after scraping smooth each
of these areas, the infamous Durrnberg clay was struck and then
stuck to everything. Vincent found out the hard way that the
clay cloesn 't afford much traction in the wet and there is still
some contention over who pushed Prof down the mountainside
(about four people have claimed responsibility).
In trenches I .I and 3.1 flakes of wood were present in
many of the layers and it was decided that only these trenches
would be continued as they offered the most promising results .
In the northern section of trench 3.1 a mediaeval wooden drain
was found running east to west and attempts were made to salvage the drain using hessian strips and piJ ster of paris. Unfortunately the drain was too fragile and it d\ integrated , but its
position in relation to the stratigraphy suggested that there may
be more cultural mate rial below it. However, this was not the
case and the trench was closed .
To the great delight of directors and diggers alike. trench
l.l contained the mine opening that had been promised! The
aclit was constructed of timbers joined using the mortise and
tenon technique and was mostly intact. The aclit structure and
other timbers in the trench were cleaned with palette trowels,
sponges and a gentle jet of water and on the last clay photographs of the trench were taken . A certain Prof. was also unceremoniously hauled up the hillside in a wheelbarrow so that he,
too. could see the discovery for himself and there is video footage of the drama if anyone wants a good laugh see Tim!
Tim took video footage of the whole trip, including excursions to Salzburg and the Stieg! Brewery, Hal lstatt and
Hohenwerfen Castle, as well as one very long but scenic trip on
the Halle in to Durrnherg cable car. All of the team took photographs and have great memories of the trip and the pellple we
met, especially Maria Ling! and her family. with whom we lived
for nearly four weeks.
We had a great time and learned much about European
fieldwork techniques and Celtic archaeology, hut we wisheLI
we had taken a crash course in German before we kft 1 In all ,
the whole trip was a valuable experience that won't be forgot ten.
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Thoughts on hammerstones

James Knight

Each time a hamrnerswne strikes J core. the impact crushes a small part of the hammer. This pitted hammer
(JJrnage shows how the hammer was used . Initial ly thi s damage IS individual crumbl ed pits, over ti me, and with more
use . the area of pitted hamm er damage becomes more pronounced and flatter. at which point I cal l it a 'pitted
hammer face t'. In recent work at the South Au stralian museum, I have seen a number of distinct damage traces
which require different handholds and different working methods to create.
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i have seen heavy hammers about 60 mm long. where the facet cuts the end of the cobble off flat (A in the sketch

above). These are usually the largest hammers and were used for the initial working large pieces of stone, that is,
shaping large pieces of stone into cores or quartering a rock into smaller pieces to themselves be cores. I can be
definite about this because I have created simil ar damage and no other task requires so much weight nor such a
large hammer. Generalised flaking creates a flat facet at the end. The facet starts at the ends, but can develop into
a flat facet al l around the hammer if used for long enough (B). They are usually about 30-50 mm long. There are a
number of 'careful work' hammer facets. By brushing the hammer past the core, one can strike very fine flakes from
a core. I use this technique for making bladelets. These hammers are usually 30-50 mm long
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V in S€-ction (C)

V in Plan (D)

This 'careful work' forms damage in different places depending on whether the worker uses the face of the hammer or
the edge. This is related to the shape of the core. If the platform has prominent ridges and the area which is to be
hit is jutting out, the worker can use the face of the hammer (C) to brush the hammer past the core. If the platform
is rounded, one can use the edge of the hammer to 'bite into' the core, so that one can strike exactly where
planned.
Using the face of the hammer leaves pitting on the face near the end, but no damage on the edge. I think of it as V
in section (C) . This is particularly useful for making thin blades, bladelets and flakes.lf the core platform is so
rounded that the hammer would strike more than one place, or if the worker wants to 'bite into' the core to take off
thicker flakes, the edge of the hammer serves well. I think of this as V in plan (D). This style of facet also shows
handedness, as a few hammers show the facet 'slid ing off the edge', reflecting each individual working method. I
have seen hammers which slide off either side, so we have left and right, but since I do not create these facets
myself, I am not sure which is which. Hammers for either sharpening (scraper retouch) or blunting (backing) flakes
are quite different, usually about 25 em long , with damage at the ends (E), but nowhere else. These little retouching
hammers are never used for anything else. They do not have the size or weight for any other task. Another type of
facet which I have seen is a concave facet all around (F). I am still thinking about how this may be formed, it
certainly is not formed by any of the ways I work. So far I have seen it on two hammers: the flat facet (al l around
the hammer) was concave in places.
Some general statements can also be made:
Most hammers have also been used as anvils for the squashing smal l pieces of stone by the Anvil (Bipolar)
techn ique. The shape of the hammer's flat faces determ.ines whether a single or double anvil pit is dug.
Sometimes one end has a different style of facet to the other end. It seems that the shape of the facet depends of
the starting shape of the end. The symmetrically shaped hammers more often have symmetrical ly opposed features,
while asymmetric shapes rarely do.
Hammers in the co ll ections often show little work. This is a function of co llection. Easily identified hammers are
collected by everyone, and collectors will be left with more of the less certain examples.
Hammers are specialised tools whose archaeological features are formed in a variety of ways which can be
demonstrated experimental ly. One can read the hammer damage facets to tell a story and talk about the method of
how the hammer was used, what size core it could work and what size flake it could create.
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Letters to the Editors
Letter to the Editor, Dig It
As one who chose not to go to the recent Student Conference,
I would like to write in support of the concept and make some
observations. I think it is important for people to give their
first papers in a non-threatening environment.
I stayed. away because I did not want to interfere with the
work of younger students. Unfortunately, it appears that some
of the elders of archaeology were present at some sessions and
worse, they did a AAA. That is, they abused and browbeat
ideas with which they disagreed. This is not to say that
conferences should not be academically rigorous, but there is
a big difference between getting help, guidance, contacts and
advice and being castigated for not conforming to a particular
canonical perspective of archaeology which is only one of many
possible approaches to the profession (see also Knight 1998).
The multiplicity of epistemologies and methodologies in
archaeology is well recognised in the United States (see Spector
1993 for a particularly good example), Canada and Europe. It
is only in Australia that the Modernist-Positivist sect guards
the door and lets no others pass.
The problem with AAA is that papers which are not orthodox
(Footnote 1) are criticised and disregarded. Yet poorly
conceived and poorly executed Orthodox papers are not (even
gently) told that they are poor. It is almost as if the reception
of a paper is related to the epistemology and methodology
used rather than to the archaeological content. In short, AAA
is not a place where one can present one's first paper without
fear.
All in all, I believe that a Student Conference is valuable, in
the same way that WAC caters to needs unserved by the AAA's
of this world.
I will definitely be attending next year's student conference,
and I am considering, for the first time in years, whether I will
choose to not attend a AAA.
James Knight
Footnote 1
Orthodox in Australian indigenous archaeology is ModernistPositivist I Cambridge in the Bush I ANU School. It is dry
numbers and tables but does not tell a story. It frowns upon
interpretation, forgetting that numbers and tables are just
another way of interpreting the evidence from the past. For
examples, see Archaeology in Oceania which has been Orthodox
for many years and Australi an Archaeology which has recently
become Orthodox.
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Dear Editors,
While I believe that sending a large delegate of students to the recent
conferences in Canberra and Sydney was a great reflection of the
society, the decision to reimburse these students however, was a poor
one.
Surely these students all were volunteers, and most likely gained great
experience by participating in or observing a conference. If these
students could not afford to go, like many of us that could not, then
it was not up to the society to pay for them.
Membership is $5, receiving $50 each from the society is certainly a
good incentive for joining! Those members that made the decision to
hand out this money should be accountable to the ten members of
the society who paid their $5 to support one student to have a holiday.
It was also not a fair decision considering that two students, convening
at another conference have to pay their own way to get to, stay at
and register for this conference with no assistance from the societyas there simply are not enough funds left.

Digger's Plate
Archaeology vs Palaeontology
Cricket Match Results
The annual cricket match between the archaeology and palaeolntolgy societies was held on
Sunday, 9th December under perfect conditions.
While the archaeology boys were in fine form the
Palaeo's unfortunately retained the 'Digger's Plate'
winning by five wickets.
Phil 'Ski' won man of the match scoring 38
runs and got two wickets. Tim Anson was also a
star for our side making a total of 33 runs and
obtaining one wicket. Paul Saeki managed two
wickets but set a precident for the rest of the
team scoring a duck. Six ducks in all - but a great
effort was made by all facing up to those fast
bowlers. The total score was 81 runs hopefully to
be improved upon next year!
As for the Palaeontology side, Dan was certainly their most valuavle player retiring on 67.
Gavin made five runs but was responsible for the
wickets of both our current and past Presidents
and Vice President Chris. Michael got three men
out for ducks, but justice was served when he
himself was caught by Phil on the first ball he
faced.
Let's hope we can get a team together (at
Least before the day of the match) and win the
plate for archaeology sometime soon!

Hombres from the Archaeology Society gathered on Fn'day, August
21st at the Mexican dining headquarters, Zapata's in Melbourne Street
North Adelaide. True to Zapatista tradition, amigos put down their arms
and gathered together to enjoyed a few
margaritas and each other's company. The
rebel collective took over the restaurant, as
El Presidente soon scared off any gringos with
his musical talents. Slamming tequilas and
chomping enchiladas, lecturers and their
partners alike where made welcome. Special
guests of the movement included many
blasts from the past, such as the former
society President (1997) Matthew Rice and
Neale Draper. Nick Nelson (the wailer), notorious for his cigar smoking was in form with his
companiaro, the infamous Tim Anson, wanted for having their ways with Havanas. Chris 'the
Lang' made some shifty moves through night as well as his colleague Katrina on unsuspecting
new members. A poet, recently kidnapped by Cass rendered a tale of lost and revived love,
amid much plate swapping at the table. There were many 'shady' third years as well as young
guns from first year present, the revelry matched only by the shared spirit of comradeship that
can only be found in the Archaeology Society.

